OUR NATURAL WINES
Müller Thurgau 2016 by Enderle & Moll I Baden I Germany
Sven Enderle and Florian Moll love working with the highly under valued grape variety Müller Thurgau often associated with bland and uniform taste - luckily the result of this one is far from that - Grown
not far from the Black forest this wine shows smokey aromas with hints of citrus and a really
spicy palate.

Grüner Veltliner 2017 Weingut Sonnhof I Kamptal I Austria
Grüner Veltliner is hands down one of the most food friendly wines out there - aromatic and with
lots of fresh apple hints, bone dry and with a mineral palate. Weingut Sonnhof is one of Alwin and
Stefanie Jurtschitsch's brainchild supporting small growers around the Kamptal valley and buying
quality fruit to produce a fantastic yet affordable white for any occasion.

Natural Sparkling 'Rurale' 2015 by Thorsten Melsheimer I Mosel I Germany
Thorsten is a maverick winemaker in the Mosel region in Germany. His natural PetNat, a sparkling wine
made from local Riesling and Johanniter grapes is a refreshing alternative to many classic sparkling
wines and for us became an instant favourite for anytime of the day.

Brut Nature by Alwin & Stefanie Jurtschitsch I Kamptal I Austria
Rivalling some of the greatest champagnes in the world we could not feel more excited to list this
absolute beauty from one of Austria's up an coming winemaker duo. This traditonal method sparkling
is made from 100% Grüner Veltliner grapes and spends a minimum of 3 years in bottle before being
released. Serious fizz territory.

Rosé Belle Naturelle 2017 by Alwin & Stefanie Jurtschitsch I Kamptal I Austria
Yet another delicious wine made by the talented Alwin and Stefanie who use the native grape Zweigelt and
add Cabernet Sauvignon berries after pressing. That little extra bit of flavour from the whole berries
create an intriguing Rosé ready to take the battle against any classic Provence contenders out there!

Zweigelt 'Barrel Aged' 2015 by Weingut Sonnhof I Kamptal I Austria
Zweigelt is a charming grape that often reminds us of a juicy and medium bodied Cabernet. Expect a very
drinkable soft and smooth red that shows a lot of red cherry aromas on the nose.

Red 'Puszta Libre' 2017 by Claus Preisinger I Burgenland I Austria
Claus Preisinger is a natural for making uncomplicated yet elegant and balanced reds - his Puszta
(an old word for the bordering region between Austria and Hungary) is no different and shows hints of
morello cherries with a vibrant and juicy palate. Glou Glou wine never felt so classy before!

Lemberger 2016 by Weingut roterfaden I Württemberg I Germany
The grape variety Lemberger sees a revival also thanks to the winemakers, Olympia and Hannes who
recultivate this long-forgotten variety at their tiny estate in Württemberg. The character reminds us of
a meaty Pinot Noir full of dark forest berry flavours. Elegant and pure - a real German charmer.

